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Chapter 72: Firearms Control 

 “Congratulations, you advanced to level 17. You’ve received 2 attribute points. Please distribute.” 

After those two level 17 bulls collapsed, two balls of light left the bulls and entered into Yue Zhong’s 

body. In the ocean of his mind he thought of the sweet sounding level up noise. 

“One point agility! One point Strength!” Yue Zhong quickly chose. 

In the world of martial arts, only the fast do not break. If speed quickly reaches the extreme, it is 

extremely scary. If Yue Zhong didn’t use the Shadow Step skill just now, suddenly increasing his agility, 

he couldn’t have easily taken care of the two level 17 mutated bulls. 

[TL: I’m switching to mutated instead of variant for the beast names] 

Dropping those two mutated bulls, Yue Zhong walked over to their side. He saw the two long and 

extremely sharp horns on huge bull corpse. His heart fluttered. He walked across and started using his 

sword to cut off the bull horn. 

The mutated bull’s skin was extremely tough and pliable. He broke it open with extreme difficulty using 

the Imitation Tang Sword. After digging for a moment, Yue Zhong finally freed the horns of the two 

mutated bulls. 

They weren’t the same as normal bull horns. These mutated bull horns were close to a meter long and 

tapered, similar to rifle with a bayonet in shape and size. 

Yue Zhong grabbed a bull horn and stabbed into the bull skin. It was extremely easy to poke a hole 

compared to using the Imitation Tang Sword. 

“Mutated bull horn! Weapons manufacturing material. Requires job Weapons Manufacturer to be able 

to manufacture into a weapon for the God and Devil system. 

“What does this mean?” 

Yue Zhong’s brows slightly wrinkled. He grabbed a horn and took several steps towards the remaining 

zombies. Casually stabbing, the bull horn pierced through a zombie’s head as if poking through tofu. 

After the zombie was killed by the bull horn Yue Zhong carried, there wasn’t any item drops or light that 

flew out. 

“Looks like if you don’t use the God and Devil Systems weapons or skills to kill monsters, then you can 

get any stronger from the God and Devil system.” A trace of clear comprehension appeared in Yue 

Zhong’s mind. 

Yue Zhong placed the four mutated bull horns into his backpack, without a Weapons Manufacturer job, 

these mutated bull horns were merely sharper than normal ordinary weapons. 

Without the mutated beasts interference, the remaining dozens of zombies were quickly destroyed by 

White Bones and Ji Qingwu working together. 



Yue Zhong also started to clear out the battlefield. Among the hundred plus zombies, only the few 

special type evolved zombies dropped six white treasure boxes. The remaining zombies only dropped a 

few life coins. 

Yue Zhong gathered a skill book and two hundred life coins from the two level 17 mutated bulls. 

“Level 2 skill book: Firearms Control. Skill description: This skill is passive. After learning the skill, You at 

the very minimum will attain firearms skill comparable to a rigorously trained soldier. If you are already 

extremely skilled at handling firearms, after studying the skill, it is able to make your weapons control 

increase to a new height.” 

Looking at the Firearms control skill book, Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed a hint of glow. Without saying 

another word he used the skill book: “What a good skill! This skill is exactly what I needed.” 

When Yue Zhong was originally picking his job, a part of him wanted to pick Soldier for the gun control 

skill. Later after see the Dark Knight was a better fit for him, he chose that. Unexpectedly this type of 

skill book appeared before him, he definitely had to learn it. 

In Yue Zhong’s sea of his consciousness a black radiance flashed, condensing into a gun type rune. 

When the rune was forming, a feeling Firearms Control rushed into Yue Zhong’s body. He playfully 

grabbed his type 79 sub-machine gun like he had already held this type of sub-machine gun for several 

years. At any time he could break it down and reassemble it. 

Seeing the outside had become tranquil, Da Gouzi and Chen Yao walked out from the house together. 

Seeing all the zombie remains on the ground, Da Gouzi felt like throwing up. This wasn’t the first time he 

had seen a sight of so many beheaded zombies. 

Chen Yao didn’t have a big reaction. She had followed Yue Zhong and seen an even larger amount of 

corpses before. Chen Yao had already seen the sight of a ground filled with zombies several times. 

Yue Zhong looked at Da Gouzi, he said: “Da Gouzi! Follow me to transport the goods. In this village, I’ll 

let you have one fifth of whatever goods you put on the truck .” 

Da Gouzi’s eyes flashed with an incomparable liveliness. His loud voice full of pleasantness responded: 

“Yes! Big brother Yue!!” 

Originally Da Gouzi joined hoping to get a reward of three steamed buns. Now Yue Zhong let him have 

one fifth of the goods he transported, bringing into play his zeal. Da Gouzi wished he could pull out his 

heart and give it to Yue Zhong to show loyalty. 

Yue Zhong took White Bones and carefully inspected each house. This village already produced 

extremely strong mutated monsters like the mutated bull and the mutated cat. 

Moshan Village suffered a situation of severe infection, the village was occupied by advanced zombies 

and mutated beasts. Because no survivors were left, the goods were extremely abundant. 

Bag after bag of rice, jerky, sausage, potatoes, beverages, everything you could imagine. Yue Zhong also 

found a solar energy powered notebook in a small luxurious villa. 



After the Dong Feng truck was packed completely full, Yue Zhong’s party left Mashan Village. 

“Returned!” 

“They Returned” 

Yue Zhong’s party drove the truck back to Always Bright Village. The Always Bright Village immediately 

surged forth, practically all the people of the village came and circled around. 

“How awesome! It’s completely full!” 

“So many goods, where did they get it all from?” 

The eyes of always bright village’s survivors all stared at the Dong Feng truck, full of admiration and 

envy. The surrounding gunmen’s eyes all quickly turned red seeing the truck’s goods 

Right now goods were extremely scarce, a steamed bun was enough to buy a woman for the night. 

What kind of idea that truck represented, the gunmen under Tiger’s control wanted to take that trucks 

goods. With good luck they would only loose a few brothers to get the supplies. With bad luck, leaving 

empty handed was nothing new. Merely four people left with Yue Zhong, one everyone knew as the 

worthless Da Gouzi, yet they were still were able to get so many supplies. The strength of Yue Zhong’s 

group could be imagined. 

The Dong Feng truck drove to the public square. 

After leaving the truck, Yue Zhong said to Da Gouzi: “According to the agreement, grab the goods 

belonging to you!” 

Da Gouzi with a satisfied happy expression and bowing said: “Thank You big brother Yue! Thank You 

brother Yue!” Deftly climbing the Dong Feng truck he started to transport the supplies belonging to him. 

 

  

Chapter 73: Everyone Has Ideas 

“It happened like this.” Chen Si honestly reported to Tiger inside the luxurious villa. 

At this time, the only people in the living room were the four chiefs of Always Bright Village. 

Tiger grumbled a moment, he said to Chen Si: “Leave!” 

Tiger asked the remaining three people: “How do you see it!” 

“Brother Tiger, Yue Zhong’s strength is extremely mighty. Make him stay here, and perhaps one day he 

will kill us, grabbing our positions. Make him scram. Bother Tiger!” Zhang Xiangyin said with a calm face. 

He was full of fear and jealousy for Yue Zhong. He knew of Mashan village. Tiger once brought twenty 

plus gunmen there to find supplies, wasting a lot of ammunition. He lost several people without even 

entering into the village. 

Lei Zhen was silent without words. A light in his eyes flashed trying to think of something. 



Chen Yan contemplated a moment, finally slowly saying: “Yue Zhong’s strength is very mighty. But his 

heart isn’t in this place, he won’t threaten us.” 

Tiger maintained his composure saying: “I know! Little Xiang, prepare, tomorrow take several people to 

Mashan Village to search for supplies. A whole village’s supplies couldn’t fit on one truck.” 

Zhang Xiang shouted: “Thank you brother Tiger!” 

A village that’s already cleared out of zombies is like a big fat piece of meat, appoint invaders. You only 

have to drive a car over, and you’ll be able to bring a whole car’s worth of supplies back, an extremely 

fatty assignment. 

Zhang Xiang was given a fatty mission. The four people discussed the matter a moment. Zhang Xiang and 

Chen Yan immediately left the villa. 

“Brother Tiger, Why did you give Zhang Xiang that fat mission? How about letting me go?” Lei Zhen 

couldn’t help but ask after Zhang Xiang left. 

Lei Zhen and Tiger’s relationship was much closer than the relationship Tiger had with Chen Yan and 

Zhang Xiang. Lei Zhen was Tiger’s most trusted aide. 

Tiger slightly smiled: “I gave them the Moshan Vilage gold mine. When it comes to the weapons arsenal, 

they won’t think to receive a profit.” 

Lei Zhen flashed a smile: “Brother Tiger is brilliant! 

The world already changed. In the present world, the mighty fist is the leader. Grabbing weapons and 

ammunition is the same as controlling a large military force, and grabbing power. Tiger was able to 

become the Boss of Always Bright Village because he controlled many men, many guns, and many 

bullets. 

“If Lei Zhan had half the strength of Yue Zhong it would be good!” Tiger looked at Lei Zhan, his face 

forming a smile. His heart slightly lamented. Tiger had high aims, the world was a mess, and he peered 

upon the whole world. Yue Zhong’s strength is tyrannical. He also lacks a trace of fear. Tiger still wanted 

to recruit him and monopolize Yue under his banner. Otherwise he wouldn’t have given away the 

beautiful lolita Guo Yu, who was a treasure to normal people. 

“Fuck! That bastard still resists me! I want to pocket the whole arsenal treasure.” Returning to his own 

room, it appears he only knows how to kill. Without any schemes, Zhang Xiang’s face became ashen. His 

fists clenched. His eyes flashed an indignant blaze. 

Zhang Xiang uneasily pushed down the anger in his heart. Consoling himself he said: “Zhang Xiang, You 

still need to endure! Right now isn’t the time, think of a way to take down Tiger, there is always a 

chance.” 

Zhang Xiang repressed the anger, coldly saying: “Zi Wei, come out!” 

Wearing an exposed black leather outfit and collar, revealing a lot of her snow white skin, A beautiful 

voluptuous woman with black hair crawled out from the side door like a dog, crawling straight towards 

Zhang Xiangs side. 



“Damn cheap bitch! Want to find a date?” Zhang Xiang looked at that beautiful woman’s eyes, his eyes 

ruthless. Grabbing the beautiful woman’s hair, and taking off his pants, he thrusted into her mouth. 

The beautiful woman’s eyes showed humiliation, but she didn’t dare show the slightest amount of 

resistance. On the contrary, she was well behaved and attended on Zhang Xiang. 

On the other side, in the square, Always Bright Village’s survivors extremely jealously looked upon Yue 

Zhong’s fully loaded return, filled with envy. 

If it wasn’t for the the pure and enticing Guo Yu as well as the valiant and beautiful Ji Qingwu standing at 

Yue Zhong’s side, the starving women of Always Bright Village would rush to Yue Zhong’s side and beg, 

using their bodies to trade for a full meal. 

Yue Zhong gazed upon the circled survivors. Opening his mouth he said: “I need people to help me clear 

out the vehicles on the highway. I will be responsible for clearing out the zombies on the road. I’ll give 

whoever wishes to work with me .25kg of rice!” 

“I’ll go!!” 

“I’ll go!! Brother Yue!! I’ll Go! Pick me!” 

“Let me go!” 

These words elicited a huge response among the Always Bright Village survivors. Nearly everyone 

scrambled over each other calling out to Yue Zhong. That type of enthusiasm made Zhang Xin and Chen 

Yao frightened. These women under Yue Zhong’s protection never suffered bitterness. They never 

thought people could become mad over .25kg of rice. 

“Quiet!” Yue Zhong shouted. 

The whole place went silent. These survivors were all afraid of provoking Yue Zhong leading to them 

being unable to obtain the abundantly rewarding work. 

Yue Zhong plainly said: “The people I point to will get on the vehicle and follow me to clear out the 

road.” 

Finished speaking, Yue Zhong started picking people. 

The people picked by Yue Zhong walked with high spirits onto the vehicle. The rear of the truck was 

quickly filled with Always Bright Village survivors. 

“I’m begging you let me also go!! I can work hard.” A thirty year old female survivor came to Yue Zhong’s 

feet begging. .25kg of rice was extremely important to her. 

Yue Zhong’s brows wrinkled: “Step aside!” 

Always Bright Village’s survivors numbered over two hundred. If Yue Zhong fed one mouth, the other 

people would all rush forth like a swarm of bees, begging for supplies. Two Dong Feng trucks of supplies 

looks like a lot, but if supplying two hundred people, it fundamentally couldn’t last long. 



The female survivor still wanted to beg. White Bones walked over clutching onto his axe. Raising the axe 

up into the air, it’s pair of eye sockets lit up with a devil magic flame, looking down upon the female 

survivor. 

The woman was scared back several steps by White Bone’s stare, and she fell onto the ground. 

“Start the truck!” Yue Zhong commanded to Wang Shuang as he turned to the truck. 

Wan Shuang quickly drove, transporting Yue Zhong’s group outward along the route. 

The people who weren’t selected by Yue Zhong all looked at the truck. Their eyes filled with jealousy 

and envy towards the people who were selected. 

Under the hard work of everyone, a section of road towards Long Hai city was cleared of abandoned 

vehicles blocking the area. The abandoned vehicles were all emptied of gasoline and then pushed to the 

side. Yue Zhong gave all of the people .25kg of rice. 

The survivors who received rice radiated with delight. They returned home among the envious view of 

other people. The remaining survivors secretly made a firm resolution. Tomorrow, Yue Zhong must pick 

them to help work. 

 

  

Chapter 74: Lu Wen 

Nighttime, after eating dinner, Yue Zhong started doing push ups in his room, continuing until he felt 

exhausted. 

Under the increased strength of the God and Devil System, Yue Zhong only needed to kill monsters 

attaining experience to become stronger. He did push ups in order to train his body and grasp his 

strength. Only skillfully mastered strength can become his own power. Chi Yang also did the same thing 

at Yue Zhong’s side. 

Yue Zhong leaped up from the ground, Towards Chi Yang he said: “Good! Today we stop here!” 

Chi Yang also jumped up from the ground. 

Yue Zhong smiled at Chi Yang, pointing at Wang Lan, Yue Zhong said to Chi Yang: “Yang, do you need 

someone to warm the bed? If you need, she can provide.” 

Wang Lan was a mature sexy beauty, but in the past she had a white collar city job. Her temperament 

was quite good. But she wasn’t Yue Zhong’s type. Furthermore there were no relations that occurred 

between her and Yue Zhong. She couldn’t be considered Yue Zhong’s woman. 

Chi Yang didn’t look much at Wang Lan: “No interest.” 

Yue Zhong laughed: “Also, if you so desire, you can have the two beauties Wang Qiang and Zhang Xin at 

any time you please.” 

Although Wang Lan was beautiful, compared with Wang Qian and Zhang Xin she was not up to par. 



Wang Qian and Zhang Xin were both school beauties. Before Z-age several men pursued them, but they 

only had affections for the cool, handsome, and talented Chi Yang. 

Yue Zhong sat on a sofa. Guo Yu immediately came. Holding a towel, she carefully wiped the sweat off of 

his body. The former Mayer’s proud and lofty daughter actually doing such a thing for men would be 

unimaginable before Z-age. 

Yue Zhong looking at Chi Yang smiled: “Wang Qiang and Zhang Xin, which do you like? Or simply take 

them both.” 

If it was before Z-age, Yue Zhong absolutely couldn’t utter words of this kind. Wang Qiang and Zhang 

Xin, although they liked Chi Yang, they couldn’t tolerate jointly possessing one man. 

But the modern world order already collapsed, Chi Yang was also a person possessing extremely 

powerful strength. If he wanted to have several women, it wasn’t a problem. 

Chi Yang said: “Who I like, you know. As for those two, I have no feelings.” 

Yue Zhong heard this and snickered: “You and her aren’t possible. It’s better to find other girls now.” 

Who Chi Yang likes, being best friends of course Yue Zhong knew. He likes Yue Zhong’s elder cousin. She 

was a married woman, and at the same time an extremely beautiful woman. After Chi Yang Met that 

woman several times, he was deeply attracted by her. His heart wasn’t able to forget her. 

Towards his best friend, Chi Yang had nothing to hide: “I know it’s not possible. I also greatly wish to 

forget her as much as possible, but I still can’t forget right now.” 

Chi Yang Stood up and walked out side: “Okay! I’ll go.” 

Yue Zhong shook his head. He looked at Lu wen who was laying on the bed playing with the laptop. 

Lying on the bed, using the notebook Yue Zhong found today, playing computer games, on the side 

there was a box of papayas, two exquisitely small white legs continuously kicked, looking worry and 

anxiety free, extremely cute. 

Yue Zhong smiled and went into the bathing room. 

Yue Zhong just entered the bathing room, Lu Wen stood up from the bed, staring at Guo Yu who was 

preparing to enter the bathing room to attend on Yue Zhong she said: “Where are you thinking of 

going?” 

Guo Yu submissively and quietly said: “I’m attending master.” 

Although Guo Yu’s enchanting beauty was much more than Lu Wen’s, her place in Yue Zhong’s heart 

couldn’t compare with Lu Wen. Guo Yu was extremely clear on this matter, therefore she didn’t dare 

slightly snub Lu Wen. 

Among Yue Zhong’s group, only the elegant Valkyrie Ji Qingwu and the outstanding personality Chen 

Yao could compare with Guo Yu’s beauty and charm. These were the three most beautiful women 

among Yue Zhong’s group. 

Lu Wen stared at Guo Yu saying: “When I’m here this type of thing will all by done by me! Understand?” 



Lu Wen’s was young, but she already started to learn to defend her own power. Although she 

reluctantly convinced herself to share Yue Zhong with the other women, but she still wanted the 

greatest position in Yue Zhong’s heart. 

Guo Yu said in a low voice: “Yes! Sister Wen Wen!” 

Seeing Guo Yu admit defeat, Lu Wen stopped being aggressive, moreover she entered the bathhouse 

with large strides. 

Guo Yu looked at Lu Wen’s backside, her pretty fingers intertwined together. Her beautiful large eyes 

flashed a strange light, 

Yue Zhong comfortably soaked in the bath’s hot water. Seeing Lu Wen enter, he couldn’t help but 

curiously ask: “Why did you come?” 

Lu Wen wrapped in a pure white bath towel, stepped towards Yue Zhong, smiling she charmingly asked 

Yue Zhong: “Big brother Yue Zhong! Am I pretty?” 

In the rising mist, Lu Wen’s wrapped white towel exposed a large amount of healthy young skin, 

matching her pair of large black and white watery eyes, and her bursting chest, a sexy beautiful healthy 

young woman. 

Looking at Lu Wen like this, Yue Zhong’s heart couldn’t help but jump slightly saying: “Pretty!” 

Lu Wen’s mouth provoked a beautiful arc. She took a step into the bath, and leaned into Yue Zhong’s 

chest. A portion of the young woman’s scent bubbled up from her body into Yue Zhong’s nose. 

Yue Zhong hugged Lu Wen in a very natural way, her skin was elastic and glossy like silk. 

Lu Wen’s eyes turned into two round mists, turning her head embracing Yue Zhong. Taking the initiative 

she kissed Yue Zhong’s lips. Her small tongue and Yue Zhong’s tongue interlaced together. 

After some time, their lips parted, Lu wen slightly gasped for air, her blushed red with two large rouge 

circles, she pressed close to Yue Zhong’s ear, softly blowing, using a coyish and charming voice she 

stated: “Brother Yue Zhong wants me!” 

At the same time Lu Wen used her body that was well developed beyond her peers rubbing up against 

Yue Zhong’s body, Yue Zhong could even feel the two cherries, a beautiful sensation on his body. 

Yue Zhong was a healthy and strong man, his desire completely ignited. He embraced Lu Wen, directly 

pressing her against the wall, without showing the least bit of pity or tenderness he thrusted in. 

Lu Wen’s brows wrinkled, traces of blood flowed out, without anyone teaching her she quietly flattered: 

“Brother Yue Zhong, I’m now yours. Keep coming make love to me!” 

Yue Zhong became even more excited, starting to enjoy her body’s beauty. 

The steamy bathroom echoed the sounds of a man gasping for air and a woman’s moans. 

 

  



Chapter 75: Mutated Cat 

Lying down on the bed, Yue Zhong held Lu Wen in his arms and said: “How do you know so many 

tricks?” 

Lu Wen lying in Yue Zhong’s arms, hearing his words blankly looked over: “There are plenty online. Did 

you not like it?” 

Yue Zhong smiled, he kissed her forehead; “I like!” 

This generation’s youth had much more access to information that Yue Zhong’s generation. Due to Lu 

Wen’s quirky nature, she understood things much more than an ordinary girl. 

Lu Wen was like a small kitten curled up in Yue Zhong’s chest, perfectly contented going to bed: “I’m 

tired! Let’s sleep!” 

Yue Zhong entered into slumblerland holding on to Lu Wen. 

The second day, Yue Zhong continued to bring a truck full of people to clear out the vehicles on the 

highway. 

Zhang Xiang brought eight gunmen and drove two jeeps in the direction of Mashan Village. He knew 

tiger wouldn’t give him a bite of the weapons arsenal cake. He could only withdraw and try another 

time, going to Mashan village to collect supplies. 

After entering Mashan village, a gunman seeing the field full of zombie remains, his eyes filled with 

fright: “How severe! Was this really done by three people?” 

Another gunman looking at the zombie remains couldn’t help but have a huge change in appearance: 

“The zombies here exceed one hundred, there are also ghost shadow zombies, how did they do it?” 

Ghost shadow zombies were S1 type zombies. They were Tiger’s largest headache, the ones he didn’t 

want to meed the most. The S1 was fast, moreover they weren’t afraid of bullets. If the head didn’t 

explode, they were basically unkillable. Last time Tiger came here, several brothers were grabbed by S1 

types, becoming infected in the end. 

Zhang Xiang kicked that gunman in the ass, scolding: “Who cares how he did it! Quick, go get daddy 

supplies!” 

The Gunman didn’t dare speak anymore, quickly running into a house: “Yes! Brother Xiang!” 

“Preserved meat, it’s one kg! We’ll make a bundle this time!” 

“Rice! This jar or rice has dozens of kg!” 

The gunmen shuttled back and forth from the house, frequently bursting waves of praise. 

Like Tiger speculated, Mashan village’s supplies were unable to be completely transported by Yue 

Zhong’s Dong Feng truck. Several supplies were still scattered in the village. 

Zhang Xiang looking at the supplies his subordinates seized from the village, his mood couldn’t help but 

become better. 



Suddenly from between two houses, the same mutated cat jumped like lightning. It Pounced on a 

gunman rushing him to the ground, snapping his throat in one bite. The gunman had no way to struggle, 

soon dying. 

“Tiger!! There’s a Tiger!!” Not far away to the side, a gunmen saw the mutated cat with a long body like 

a panther. A look of horror, he cried out. At the same time he swung his gun around, spraying a mad 

burst of fire at the mutated cat. 

The other gunmen were also frightened. Dropping the supplies in their hands, they quickly grabbed their 

guns and started to spray machine gun fire at the mutated cat. 

A large amount of bullets formed a curtain of fire at the region the mutated cat occupied. But at the first 

moment the cat jumped up to the roof, continuously speeding along into a faster pace, it avoided a large 

amount of bullets. Barely any bullets entered into it’s body, striking a few bloody holes. 

If it was an ordinary animal, like a tiger hit by a rifle, it’s strength would be greatly damaged. But that 

mutated cat still had a pair of blood-red eyes. Even more angry, it’s speed became even faster. On the 

roof it continuously jumped, approaching Zhang Xiang’s party. 

“Withdraw! Withdraw! Quickly start the car!!” Zhang Xiang fled to the vehicle, roaring to the driver. 

The mutated cat’s speed was too fast, headshots were too difficult. It wasn’t something this mob could 

handle. As soon at the mutated cat closed in, Zhang Xiang would be no match. 

The driver quickly started the vehicle, speeding off far away. 

The gunmen also gave up resisting. One by one leaping towards the vehicle. 

“Brother Xiang!! Brother Xiang! I still haven’t boarded! Wait for me!” A gunman reacted a step too slow, 

not able to jump in the jeep. He immediately shouted full of despair. 

Zhang Xiang like he didn’t hear, only urged the driver: “Quick! Faster!” 

“Fuck me!! We die together!” That gunman in despair, angrily he raised his gun at the two far away 

jeeps and opened fire. 

Bullets flew disorderly, not a single bullet hit the two jeeps. 

The gunman wanted to reload, but the mutated cat pushed him to the ground. One bite sliced his 

throat, spraying blood everywhere. 

After dropping the gunman, the mutated cat stared at the two far away jeeps. A claw ripped open the 

gunman’s belly. Dropping it’s head, it feasted in big mouthfuls. 

“The fuck! This place still has those kinds of monsters.” Zhang Xiang glanced backwards in shock, 

scolding. This time he lost two brothers, his power once again was greatly weakened. It made him 

extremely pained. 

After Z-age, whoever was strong, who ever had the stronger weapons force, was the boss. Zhang Xiang 

lost two gunmen this time, tremendously affecting his strength. 



On the road, Zhang Xiang thought about what just happened, and at the same time his heart filled with 

pernicious thoughts. “I ought to kill Yue Zhong! It was him, if it wasn’t for him, I wouldn’t become like 

this. I must murder him!” 

As soon as Zhang Xiang returned to Always Bright Village, Tiger sent men to inventory the supplies. 

Seeing the list of goods Zhang Xiang returned with, Tiger’s eyebrows wrinkled. He asked: “What’s up 

with the supplies?” 

Zhang Xiang’s subordinates found several supplies, but they weren’t able to transport much before the 

mutant cat ambush. They dropped most of the supplies to counter attack, when they fled there weren’t 

many goods loaded onto the vehicle. 

Zhang Xiang wryly smiled: “Brother Tiger, In Mashan village there is still a monster the length of a tiger. 

It ambushed us, I also lost two men.” 

Tiger looked at Zhang Xiang’s forced smile: “Today was tough for you! Return home and rest. Relax a bit 

tomorrow and adjust your state of mind.” 

Zhang Xiang revealed a smile to tiger, then he turned around and left: “Thank you brother Tiger! I’ll 

return home.” 

After Zhang Xiang returned home, his face sank, becoming unsightly. 

Tiger stared at Zhang Xiang’s back with a pensive look. 

 

  

Chapter 76: Mutated Dog 

The following early morning, Tiger brought 36 gunmen to the town square. 

Tiger walked over to where Yue Zhong and his group who were eating breakfast and enthusiastically 

said: “How are you? Prepared well? How many people do you plan on bringing?” 

Yue Zhong pointed to Chen Yao and Ji Qingwu saying: “Already prepared! Brother Tiger! I’m bringing 

those two.” 

Ji Qingwu was only a step away from level 10. After promoting to level 10, the skill point could increase 

her strength enormously. 

Tiger’s eyebrows wrinkled, looking at Chi Yang and Wang Shuang: “Will bringing those two be enough? 

How about bringing Chi Yang and Wang Shuang as well? 

In Tiger’s thinking, men are always stronger than women. He doubted Ji Qingwu and Chen Yao’s 

strength. 

Realisticly, in Z-age, women like Ji Qingwu who dared fight with zombies up close were very few. 

Especially given that very few men possessed this type of bravery. 



Yue Zhong said; “Don’t worry! If we three aren’t good, then Chi Yang and and the rest won’t be any use 

if they come.” 

“Good! Then let’s set off!” 

Finished speaking, Tiger lead Yue Zhong out. 

The motorcade turned entering into a small village, then a small road along the village turned into a 

small mountain surrounded by forest. 

After entering the mountain, the road twisted and curved, a small scale military camp appeared before 

their eyes. 

Looking at the small military camp, Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed a playful glow: “So it’s here, if it weren’t for 

people guiding, it would be basically impossible to find.” 

Yue Zhong definitely did not want to let go of the arms of the small scale military camp. No matter if it 

was dealing with people, zombies, or mutant monsters, having that firepower would have enormous 

usefulness. 

Tiger commanded the motorcade to stop after just seeing the shadow of the military camp. 

Tiger came to Yue Zhong’s side: “Brother Yue Zhong, the camp is over there. We aren’t able to 

approach. The ears of their domestic animals are alert. If we pass by, they could rush over.” 

“Follow me!” Yue Zhong said to Ji Qingwu and Chen Yao, one hand holding the Stinger II, one hand 

holding the Imitation Tang Sword. At his side followed the Special Skeleton White Bones, and they 

carefully snuck towards the direction of the base. 

Ji Qingwu and Chen Yao closely followed behind Yue Zhong. 

While marching forward, Yue Zhong suddenly asked: “Chen Yao, did you already learn the skill Plant 

Manipulation?” 

Originally Ji Qingwu grabbed the lvl 3 skill book Plant Manipulation. Yue Zhong knew Ji Qingwu took the 

close combat route, she could only take the precious lvl 3 skill book and make her best friend Chen Yao 

learn it, giving Chen Yao one more survival skill. 

In God and Devil World, magic’s strength is a power that invokes fear, but the casting conditions are 

harsh. Because of this, without a type of survival skill, it would be very difficult to survive without a 

team. It required other supplementary skills to do. 

Chen Yao nodded: “Yes!” 

Yue Zhong saw when the skill book came out. Chen Yao didn’t want to hide this fact. 

Yue Zhong said in a low voice: “What level has your Plant Manipulation skill reached?” 

Chen Yao hesitated a moment. She opened her mouth and said: “I can manipulate ordinary grass of a 

meadow to rapidly grow, entangling enemies. Normal people would be unable to break free.” 



Chen Yao’s strength was too low. Even if Plant Manipulation is a lvl 3 skill, she couldn’t bring into play 

that skills extremely large power. If Yue Zhong’s power level was high, the Plant Manipulation absolutely 

was a fearful ability. 

Yue Zhong slightly nodded, no longer speaking. 

The four people carefully snuck to the military camp to ambush. 

Yue Zhong lay on his stomach in the meadow before the military camp, gazing upon the military camp 

from afar. 

He saw in small military base, a couple dozen zombies. They were wearing military clothes and carrying 

guns, standing blankly without moving. 

“Mutant dog?’ Yue Zhong spied from far away. He searched for the mutant dog’s footprints. Yue Zhong 

wanted to clearly see the mutant dog’s strength and then make a plan. 

If that mutant dog was a lvl 30+ monster, Yue Zhong wouldn’t hesitate to select retreat. He wasn’t 

arrogant enough to think they could handle more than four lvl 30 monsters. 

Yue Zhong lay on the ground continuously looking all around. He attempted to discover a clue, but he 

didn’t acquire any traces. 

Suddenly, behind Yue Zhong sounded a burst of rifle fire and a car engine noise. 

“Not good! Quickly go, they are behind!” The color of Yue Zhong’s face changed, and he strode quickly 

towards the rear like a meteor. 

Chen Yao and Ji Qingwu closely followed behind Yue Zhong. 

Running all the way, Yue Zhong sized up the surroundings. Suddenly from his side. an entirely black 

mutant dog, strong as a Liger, shot out like an arrow from the underbrush. It opened up its bloody 

mouth wide like a sacrificial bowl biting at Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong was going to be crushed by the dog, White Bones who was closely following at Yue Zhongs 

side, shot ahead like an arrow, blocking in front of Yue Zhong. 

The mutant dog rushed onto White Bone’s body, ruthlessly biting, unexpectedly breaking White Bone’s 

right shoulder, sending bone pieces flying. 

Rifle bullets couldn’t penetrate White Bone’s body after it went through skeletal strengthening. 

Unexpectedly it was crushed by one bite of the mutant dog. The huge force of the mutant dog’s bite 

could be seen. If Yue Zhong was bitten, even with the protective clothing he would suffer heavy damage. 

As White Bones was getting its shoulder bitten, Yue Zhong raised his Stinger II, firing three shots towards 

the mutated dog. 

The three bullets banged into the mutated dog’s skull. The mutated dog’s skull exploded three fist sized 

bloody holes. Powerless, it collapsed to the ground. A large experience orb flooded into Yue Zhong’s 

body. 

[TL: I’m going to refer to the “round lights” as experience orbs from now on. That’s what they are.] 



A skill book, two white boxes, and 100 life coins appeared by the mutant dog’s body. 

Yue Zhong quickly scooped these things into his backpack, then he looked at White Bones. 

In order to save Yue Zhong, White Bones’s right shoulder was broken by the mutant dog. 

So long as White Bones’s skull wasn’t destroyed, it could recover the dropped bone pieces. But, if the 

bone was completely destroyed by someone, it couldn’t restore the bone crumblings back into its 

skeleton body. 

White Bones walked over to the mutant dog. Using its hand to dig into the mutant dog’s skull, it 

activated a bone exploit skill. In one pull, the mutant dog’s vertebrae was extracted by White bones. 

White Bones continually pierced into every portion of the mutant dog’s body. A channel of black light 

flashed, the bones were completely absorbed why White Bones. It’s body unexpectedly became a size 

bigger. 

“Congratulations, your Special Skeleton successfully used bone exploit skill absorbing mutated dog’s 

skeleton, strength 10.” A bizarre voice directly rang in Yue Zhong’s sea of thoughts. 

 

  

Chapter 77 

After absorbing the mutated dog skeleton, An armor started to spread on White Bone’s body into a thin 

layer, wrapping up its whole body. 

Yue Zhong didn’t stop, quickly advancing forward. 

After White Bone’s evolution completed, it again shadowed behind Yue Zhong. 

When Yue Zhong appeared in front of the motorcade, a miserable bloody scene entered his sight. 

Disemboweled bodies and severed human corpse were everywhere. Three huge mutated dogs the size 

of Ligers were jumping towards the remaining twelve gunmen, hunting the humans. 

The twelve remaining gunmen’s faces were written with shock. They basically had no method to grasp 

the trajectory of the mutant dogs’ movements. 

A jeep was overturned on the road, blocking the road. In the distance, a hummer was wildly escaping 

towards them. 

Tiger was holding a type 79 sub-machine and unceasingly fired at the three mutated dogs. He yelled: 

“Don’t panic! Everyone don’t panic, hold fast, fire!! Whoever dares to run, Daddy will shoot you!” 

“Lvl 20 mutant dogs: posses extremely high agility and stamina, sharp claws and teeth that can mangle 

steel.” 

Yue Zhong seeing those three living mutated dogs felt the information of enter into his mind. 



Under Tiger’s organization, those twelve gunmen spread fire without ceasing, beating back the three 

mutant dogs’ attack. 

The three mutant dogs were not invulnerable to bullets and blades. The type 79 sub-machine gun 7.72 

mm rounds were able to injure them. 

Tiger’s eyes saw Yue Zhong from far away. He urgently shouted: “Yue Zhong. Quick rescue me! You only 

need to save me, I’ll give you several beautiful women! In my house, I have even more beautiful and 

sexy women than Guo Yu!” 

Yue Zhong looked at tiger, his mind flashed countless thoughts. Detouring to the side, he closed in on 

Tiger’s party. If they rushed straight ahead the wild flying bullets could drop them. He was wearing the 

lvl three protection armor that could stop gunfire, but his head didn’t have any protection. One bullet 

could drop him. 

A gunman pulled the trigger, but no bullets came out. His mind panicked, immediately searching his 

body. 

At almost the same time, the majority of gunmen stopped firing. The type 79 machine gun fires quickly, 

they used up all of their bullets. There were only two type 81 rifles still firing. 

Seeing this scene, the remaining gunmen could not hold on. They dispersed in confusion, fleeing all 

around. Everyone’s mind had the same thought. They don’t need to outrun the mutant dogs. They only 

need to outrun their comrades. 

Tiger also gave up, fleeing into the forest. Yue Zhong was still dozens of meters from Tiger. If Tiger 

stayed, even Yue Zhong could not save him. 

Tiger had just fled a couple of steps when a mutant dog rushed him to the ground like a tiger. Opening 

its bloody mouth, it snapped Tiger’s neck from behind. This ambitious and ruthless character who held 

high aims died like that, at the mouth of a mutant dog. 

Yue Zhong rushed and grabbed his type 79 sub-machine gun at the same time. He extremely calmly fired 

towards the mutated dog. 

After learning the Firearms Control skill, Yue Zhong’s ability could compare to a soldier who had gone 

through several years of target practice. Within twenty meters, dozens of bullets passed through the 

mutated dog’s body, creating bloody hole after bloody hole. 

The mutated dog was infuriated. Abandoning his prepared hunt on the gunmen, he rushed towards Yue 

Zhong. 

Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed a cold light. When he was only 5 meters from the mutant dog, he started the 

shadow step skill. His speed soared to an extremely terrifying state. 

Yue Zhong’s shadow step state was like a demon stepping out, avoiding the mutated dog’s pounce at 

the peak moment. Taking advantage of the moment the mutated dog rushing power, a smooth sword 

chopped through the dog’s neck causing its head to fly off. 

The mutant dog corpse continued rushing forward a short distance, finally crashing to the ground. A 

large experience orb flew out rushing into Yue Zhong’s body. 



“Congratulations advanced to level 18. Please distribute 2 stat points!” 

Absorbing the accumulated experience orbs of two level 20 mutated dogs and the previous zombies, 

Yue Zhong rushed up to level 18. 

“One point strength! One point stamina.” 

Yue Zhong’s mind acted. After selecting his stats, he rushed towards the two remaining mutant dogs. 

In shadow step mode, Yue Zhong’s agility distantly overrode the two mutant dogs. He could wantonly 

destroy them. Yue Zhong powered up many times, moreover he had the added speed stats from the 

clothes. If he didn’t use shadow step, he was still barely at the same level of the two dogs. Although they 

were level 20, those two mutated dogs were several times weaker than the BOSS hunters. 

They weren’t the same as the zombies who completely lost their thinking ability. It made the mutated 

dogs much more difficult to handle than zombies. Seeing Yue Zhong drop one of their comrades, the 

surviving two dogs abandoned hunting the remaining gunmen. One on the right, one on the left they 

enveloped Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong’s eyes coldly flashed. Madly increasing speed, he rushed towards the two dogs like an arrow. 

At the moment they were about to come in contact, his body slightly leaned. The Imitation Tang Sword 

drew across the mutated dog’s body. 

It was chopped into two halves. Filthy blood splashed, and the organs and intestines slid out. 

The other dog took advantage of the opportunity and pounced like a tiger. He rushed towards Yue 

Zhong like a thunderbolt. 

Yue Zhong’s body slightly bent. In one rush, he drew a line across the mutated dog’s neck. Shortly after 

its head separated from its body, the corpse falling to the ground. 

“How extreme!” 

“Bizzare! How can he be so strong?” 

The surviving gunmen looked at Yue Zhong who had solely killed three mutated dogs. Their eyes full of 

fright and worship. The three mutated dogs terrified them, however they knew that of 26 gunmen 20 

were killed, and they still couldn’t drop a single dog. Yue Zhong alone suddenly killed three. His power is 

obvious. 

The three dogs dropped one skill book, a green box, three white boxes, and three hundred life coins. 

Yue Zhong strode over and put those God and Devil World items into his bag. 

Chapter 78: Chaos 

Ji Qingwu and Chen Yao finally caught up after Yue Zhong totally beheaded the four mutated dogs. 

Ji Qingwu’s stats are also focused in agility, but she needed to defend Chen Yao, slowing her down a lot. 

Yue Zhong walked to Tiger’s body. Looking at Tiger’s body his eyebrows slightly wrinkled. 



Tiger was an ambitious and ruthless character. He was able to control the gunmen of Always Bright 

Village. As soon as he died, the balance of the village broke. Yue Zhong wanted to quietly leave the plan. 

Yue Zhong lowered his voice and shouted while looking at the six remaining gunmen: “From now on you 

are incorporated into me. You are now my direct subordinates. You need to completely listen to my 

commands. Understand?” 

The six gunmen looked at each other in a state of confusion. They never thought Tiger would die, and 

now Yue Zhong wanted to incorporate them. 

A gunman worked up some courage to go against Yue Zhong: “You aren’t Always Bright Village’s boss, 

on what grounds can you incorporate us?” 

As soon as the gunman finished speaking, White Bones who was standing by Yue Zhong shot forward 

like an arrow, waiving its axe like a whirlwind, it chopped through the gunman’s skull causing the head 

to go flying, soaring into the sky, blood spraying everywhere. 

The five gunmen were startled, nervously grasping their assault rifles, not daring to act the slightest bit 

rash, even so much that they didn’t dare point their guns at Yue Zhong. 

Seeing the gunman beheaded by Yue Zhong, Chen Yao’s eyebrows wrinkled, and she looked over at Ji 

Qingwu. 

Ji Qingwu shook her head towards Chen Yao. 

Yue Zhong coldly stared at the gunman saying: “To refuse me is death! You all can choose, come under 

my command, listen to my orders, or die right here.” 

“Obey! Obey! I obey your commands! Yue Zhong! I wish to be your subordinate!” 

“Brother Yue, I wish to be your subordinate!!” 

The remaining five gunmen competed with each other’s exclamations. Tiger, the man they followed, 

already died. They also thought they would pass away. Being able to follow a strong man like Yue Zhong 

is a stroke of good luck in Z-age. 

“Start the car! We are returning to Always Bright Village!” Yue Zhong quickly got on the vehicle and 

commanded a gunman to drive. 

The vehicle that was toppled by the mutated dog was already pushed out of the way by White Bones. 

Two jeeps and a Dong Feng truck made up the motorcade setting off towards Always Bright Village’s 

direction. 

“Boss! Boss! Tiger died! Tiger died!” a person under Zhang Xiang entered his room screaming. 

At that time in the room three beautiful women wearing black open leather outfits were kneeling on the 

ground like dogs, trying their hearts out to attend on Zhang Xiang. 

“What? Tiger died!!” Zhang Xiang was originally indignant for being disturbed from training beautiful 

women. After understanding his subordinate’s words, his face changed. He kicked a beautiful woman 

kneeling in front of him, continuing to ask: “Chen Yuan, are you certain? You personally saw it? 



Chen Yuan spoke and looked at the beautiful woman wearing black leather at the same time: “I’m 

certain, I personally saw! Those mutant dogs circled around our rear and started attacking. We fled to 

forest. The last thing I saw was a mutant dog pouncing on Tiger’s body, biting his neck.” 

Chen Yuan was a person under Tiger’s command that had been bribed by Zhang Xiang. 

Zhang Xiang’s face became happy, clapping Chen Yuan’s shoulder he said: “Good! Good! You did well! 

Chen Yuan wait a moment for the matter to pass by. These three women, I’ll give to you.” 

Chen Yuan happily said: “Thank you big brother!! Thank you big brother!” 

Finished speaking, Zhang Xiang quickly left the place, gathered his seven henchmen, and completely 

equipped them. They quickly rushed to the small western style house where Lei Zhen lived. 

Lei Zhen was working out. He saw Zhang Xiang bringing men rushing close. Raising a brow he asked: 

“Zhang Xiang, What happened?” 

Lei Zhen’s two henchmen both raised their guns and aimed at Zhang Xiang. 

Zhang Xiang’s eyes became red, crying he said: “Big Brother Lei, Chen Yan betrayed tiger. He and Yue 

Zhong allied to kill Tiger. This is according to Chen Yuan who went with Tiger. He risked his life to come 

back and tell me. We are going to hide him. Big brother Lei, You need to get revenge for Tiger!!” 

Lei Zhen understood the news immediately shouting in anger: “What!! Chen Yan dared betray Tiger?” 

Lei Zhen stared at Chen Yuan, coldly asking: “Chen Yuan, Speak to me! Is what Zhang Xiang said true? 

You dare speak a lie, daddy will throw you to the zombies!” 

Chen Yuan said crying: “Brother Lei! Everything Xiang said is true! Lin Yu and I saw with our own eyes. 

You need to get revenge for Tiger!!” 

Lei Zhen was indignant, grabbing a 79 type sub-machine gun with both hands he rushed out: “Fuck him! 

Wang Yuan, Li Jueji! Come with me! Daddy wants to peel Chen Yan’s skin, and throw him to the 

zombies.” 

Lei Zhen’s henchmen also followed rushing out. 

After Lei Zhen departed, Zhang Xiang ordered Chen Yuan: “Chen Yuan! Take several people to grab the 

women Chi Yang and Yue Zhong brought right now! Chi Yang needs to be grabbed alive, if he’s beaten 

up it’s no problem. Try to catch the other women alive, if you can’t it’s no big deal.” 

“I understand! Boss!” Chen Yuan nodded, he rushed out with three men to Chi Yang’s group location. 

Zhang Xiang moving quickly forward, caught up with Lei Zhen. 

“Chi Yang! Chi Yang are you here? I’m Da Gouzi!!” In the villa Yue Zhong’s group resided, Da Gouzi 

hurridly approached and anxiously spoke. 

Chi Yang came out from the villa saying: “What happened Da Gouzi?” 

Chi Yang knew Da Gouzi was Yue Zhong’s eyes in Always Bright Village. They didn’t have any foundation 

in Always Bright Village. The local Da Gouzi was their sole source of intelligence. 



Da Gouzi eagerly said: “Tiger died!! This is information I received from a friend.” 

Chi Yang’s eyes became solemn. He said to the women who were stretching out in the couryard, 

preparing food, and watshing clothes: “Wang Qian and Zhang Xin immediately close the gate. Everyone 

hide in the house. Wang Shuang and Su Jingguan grab guns!” 

Finished speaking, Chi Yang grabbed a type 79 sub-machine gun and 3 clips tossing them to Da Gouzi 

saying: “Thank you Da Gouzi! After this, you are one of us. Protect yourself.” 

Da Gouzi received the type 79 machine gun and 3 clips, and he ran into the villa in a flash. He could only 

spread the news, as far as him fighting, he didn’t dare. 

The two women Wang Qian and Zhang Xin urgently closed the gate, hiding in the villa. 

Quickly, Always Bright Village sounded with fierce shots. 

Chen Yuan brought three people before the villa and yelled: “Quick Open the gate!” 

 

  

Chapter 79: Rushing to Fight 

Chen Yuan faced the gate and yelled: “Everyone inside listen. Every one come out for me. Brother Xiang 

wants to see you all! If you don’t come out on your own, then don’t blame me for my rudeness!” 

Chi Yang Coldly said: “Scram! No one can enter this gate before Yue Zhong returns!” 

Chen Yuan indignantly said to the three men under his command: “Smash it!” 

Chen Yuan’s three men spread a burst of fire towards the gate’s lock, exploding it with a boom, then a 

kick opened it up. 

Chi Yang grasping his type 79 sub-machine gun lay down in a corner. When the gate burst open, he 

calmly pulled the trigger. His gun spit out bullets like a flaming tongue on the door. The two armed men 

were mowed down defenseless onto the ground. One of the men was killed on sight, the other was shot 

through the leg. 

Chi Yang’s job was changed to soldier. He also had the job skill Firearms Control. His shooting skill could 

compare to soldiers who had gone through rigorous training. 

Chen Yuan was startled. Crouching down, he rolled nearby to the side. 

The other gunman flashed over to the other side of the gate. 

“It hurts! Help!!” The gunman shot through the leg yelled an intensely severe cry, painfully struggling on 

the ground. 

“Fuck him! Too Ferocious!” Chen Yuan scolded. Looking at the villa, he somehow didn’t know what to 

do. 



The gunmen of Always Bright Village were a mob of people that had never gone through strict military 

training. They were ordinary people holding guns. Chen Yuan didn’t know how to attack Chi Yang’s 

guarded position without any heavy weapons. 

The two sides became deadlocked. 

On the other side, Zhang Xiang and Lei Zhen combined their two great powers together, and they 

headed towards Chen Yan’s force to attack. A touch off guard, Chen Yan’s force suffered heavy losses, 

losing four brothers. Chen Yan, Chen Si, and two other gunmen retreated to a small western style house 

to defend. 

Zhang Xiang commanded the attack and scolded in his mind at the same time: “Fuck him! That rubbish 

Chen Yuan, how come he hasn’t brought people!” 

Compared to Chen Yan, Zhang Xiang was even more afraid of Yue Zhong. He therefore took this 

opportunity to seize power of Always Bright Village. He already considered every aspect entirely. He 

only needed to grab Chi Yang and Lu Wen, then he could force Yue Zhong’s submission. With the 

exception of Tiger, Lei Zhen and Chen Yan weren’t worth consideration by Yue Zhong. 

Tiger brought along the strongest gunmen at his side every time he went out. Zhang Xiang didn’t dare 

act the slightest bit rash. He could only honestly become Tiger’s dog. Due to Tiger’s ruthlessness, he 

wouldn’t even submit if you killed his women. No one could suppress Tiger’s wild ambitions. 

From far away a vehicle came with the sound of a roaring engine as the two were fiercely fighting. 

Zhang Xiang’s face changed. He didn’t calculate Yue Zhong could return so fast: “Yue Zhong came back 

so fast?” 

According to Zhang Xiang’s estimate, Yue Zhong should have taken a long time to battle the four 

mutated dogs. In this time he could completely capture Always Bright Village. He didn’t need to be 

afraid of Yue Zhong’s threats because at that time he would have hostages. 

“Yue Zhong returned! Fuck him, unexpectedly killing brother Tiger! I need to get revenge for brother 

Tiger!” Lei Zhen’s eyes turned blood-red, snarling. He hastened his five henchmen to the village opening. 

Tiger gave Lei Zhen great kindness, never slighting him. Lei Zhen was hell-bent on paying back everything 

for Tiger. 

Zhang Xiang glanced at the hot-headed Lei Zhen, sneering in his mind: “Idiot!” 

“Come with me!” Considering for a moment, Zhang Xiang brought the eight men under his command 

towards Yue Zhong’s residence. 

“We have a situation! Stop the car, get out and prepare for battle! Completely kill everyone facing us 

with a gun!” His eyebrows wrinkled, and he gave commands to the driver. From far away Yue Zhong 

understood the intense gunfire noises. 

The Driver quickly stopped the vehicle. Five gunmen, Yue Zhong and Ji Qingwu all got out of the vehicle. 

The two jeeps couldn’t stop bullets. By directly rushing in, they would certainly become a great target. 

Yue Zhong also couldn’t bring his skills into play on the vehicle. 



Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed a fierce light. He issued a terrifying command to White Bones: “Go for me, with 

the exception of the people traveling with me, kill everyone carrying a gun.” 

Yue Zhong’s sworn followers and women were all in Always Bright Village. He was already extremely 

angry. His thoughts became murderous. 

Receiving Yue Zhong’s command, White Bones eyes flashed with fiery soul magic, rushing towards 

Always Bright Village like a whirlwind. 

Yue Zhong pointed at a tall and thin gunman among the five who looked about 25 or 26 years old saying: 

“Liu Yan, I’m making you the leader of this small squad! This small squad will follow your commands. 

After entering the village, anyone who points a gun at us, plunders, rapes women, pillages supplies, will 

all be killed by us. I’ll go first and clear out those bastards.” 

Liu Yan was happy in his heart. Standing up straight he said: “Yes! Brother Yue! I guarantee mission 

completion!” 

The two women Ji Qingwu and Chen Yao’s were soft-hearted. Before Z-age, those were good qualities. 

But they couldn’t carry out the orders that Yue Zhong commanded. Those two couldn’t murder people, 

or carry out Yue Zhong’s command. Yue Zhong also only gave the mission over to those gunmen 

previously under Tiger’s command. As far as their reliability, Yue Zhong didn’t think much about it. After 

all, they had no one else. 

Yue Zhong’s figure flashed, following behind White Bones 

“Open fire!!” 

White bones had just approached Always Bright Village. 

Lei Zhen roared at those under his command. Six gunmen grab 81 type rifles and 79 type sub-machine 

guns and spread fire at the approaching White Bones. 

White Bones leaped like a monkey in a zigzag pattern, avoiding the bullet fire. A few bullets merely hit 

into his bone armor, unable to break his skeleton. 

White Bones already had three times the physical fitness of an ordinary person. His movements were 

extremely agile, closing the hundred meter distance in a blink of an eye. Rushing before Lei Zhen’s 

group, it leaped, jumping right in front of Lei Zhen. Waiving its axe, Lei Zhen’s skull was sent flying. Blood 

scattered everywhere. Lei Zhen’s headless corpse collapsed to the ground. 

“AHHHHH!!! AHHHH!!” A gunman to the side was covered by Lei Zhen’s blood spray. He fearfully yelled. 

Pulling the trigger, he madly sprayed at White Bones. 

 

  

Chapter 80: Zhang Xiang’s death 

TL: Crimson-Iris & Delivery Man 

Editors: KaiserDog 



White Bones body flashed, dodging almost all of the bullets. He then waved his axe, that militant was 

beheaded, blood spraying towards the sky. 

White Bones, ever since Yue Zhong summoned him, had been beheading the zombies. Now, his fighting 

style has formed a habit which is specialized in chopping off the heads of his prey. 

“Monster ! ! Monster ! ! “ 

Being in close range with White Bones who was fierce and brutal, plus their leader being beheaded. 

Those military forces’ battle desire fell apart and they started fleeing in all directions. In order to lessen 

the burden of their bodies, they threw away the type 81 rifles and the type 79 sub-machine guns to the 

ground. Throwing their helmets away, as well as their dignity. One could see that this scene was truly, a 

shameful site. 

(TL note: throwing the helmet can mean throwing one’s life saving options/ also might mean throwing 

one’s pride away ) 

White Bones was resolute on following Yue Zhong’s orders. Seemingly appearing as the Grim Reaper, 

with his axe, beheading those militants who had not yet abandoned their firearms. In a few breaths, 

those militants who were still holding their firearms were all beheaded. 

Taking advantage of the period of time when White Bones was beheading those militants, Yue Zhong’s 

figure flashed, he entered the Always Bright village and directly moved towards his Villa. 

After White Bones finished beheading the enemies, he hurried after Yue Zhong. 

Not long after Yue Zhong left, Liu Yan along with his four team members arrived at the village. 

“Brother Yue is really awesome !” Liu and the other team members, at the village, looked at the 

beheaded corpses of the other militants. In their hearts, they were afraid but also felt fortunate. They 

felt fortunate that they made the right choice. 

Liu Yan’s five man team held guns. On one side they were gathering the firearms on the ground and on 

the other side they mercilessly shot down those people who tried to take advantage of the confusion 

and rob the goods. 

— 

“Chen Yuan, what did you eat! Why haven’t you attacked here?” Zhang Xiang arrived at the residence of 

Yue Zhong’s group. Looking at Chen Yuan hiding at the gate, he was enraged. He couldn’t help but curse. 

If he couldn’t capture Yue Zhong’s friends and women, his opportunity to win over the village would be 

destroyed. 

Chen Yuan cried saying: “Brother Xiang! Chi Yang has guns. Two of my brothers have been murdered. 

We can’t rush in.” 

Zhang Xiang looked fierce, grabbing a gun he pointed at Chen Yuan’s head yelling: “Shut it with your 

fucking nonsense! Immediately rush in for Daddy and drop Chi Yang! Grab the other people. Otherwise 

Daddy will shoot you!” 



Zhang Xiang roared at the other gunmen: “And you all! Everyone rush in for me! If you don’t grab the 

people inside, we will all die!!” 

“Yes! Brother Xiang!” Chen Yuan clenched his teeth. His face bitter, he turned towards the gate and 

rushed in. 

Gunman after gunman rushed into the door like the tide. 

Chi Yang hid in the shadows. He pulled the trigger as soon as Chen Yuan’s group rushed in. He emptied a 

clip at once, dense fire enveloping the entryway. Three of the rushing gunmen were struck down to the 

ground. Chen Yuan was also hit by a bullet, but he rolled nearby to the side. 

Taking advantage of Chi Yang’s empty clip, the other gunmen opened fire, sweeping Chi Yang’s location. 

At the same time under the suppressive fire, they invaded the courtyard. 

Chi Yang rolled nearby, leaving his original position, and hid in the villa. Level two defensive clothes 

could stop small-caliber bullets, but he was not invincible. He would die if hit in the head. 

Hiding inside the house, the women were all afraid they would die. They never thought they would 

unexpectedly encounter a firefight. Before Z-age, it was a sight only seen in movies and on television. 

The gunmen rushed into the courtyard, a yellow colored magic light appeared on the ground. Next, a 

three meter long thorn suddenly burst from the ground, piercing straight through a gunman. Blood 

unceasingly spilled from the thorns tip. 

This suddenly appearing thorn made the gunmen extremely panicked and destroyed their motivation, 

one by one seeking shelter to escape. 

Chi Yang took advantage with a burst of fire. After two gunmen were dropped, he immediately rolled 

nearby. 

Chi yang had just rolled to the side, when a concentration of bullets hit his original position, striking the 

wall filling it with bullet holes. 

Zhang Xiang gnashed his teeth thinking: “Damn! I never thought Chi Yang was so severe!” 

Chi Yang’s job was soldier. With the Firearms Control skill, His shooting level far exceeded the mob 

controlled by Zhang Xiang. 

The troops Zhang Xiang brought were forced to cease their advance due to an ammunition shortage. 

The amount of bullets each person fired wasn’t less than hundred, as far as accuracy, they basically had 

none. 

“Rush in!! Drop him!” Zhang Xiang snarled. He jumped out from the cover and rushed inside the villa. 

Further delay was unfavorable. They still had five people, they had the numbers advantage. If they 

delayed it would be trouble. 

“Who do you want to drop?” From Zhang Xiang’s rear passed an icy voice. 

Zhang Xiang’s heart chilled, and he immediately rolled nearby. 



The next moment, concentrated bullet fire dropped on the five gunmen, piercing through two of them, 

and dropping them to the floor. 

Yue Zhong entered the courtyard holding a type 79 machine gun in one hand and an Imitation Tang 

Sword in the other. He dashed into the gunmen like a cheetah. One slash, a gunman’s head responded 

by flying to the ground. 

White Bones also appeared like a shadow at Yue Zhong’s side. An axe sent the last gunman’s head flying. 

In the whole courtyard, only Zhang Xiang was left. 

Zhang Xiang’s face was panicked. Kneeling on the ground, he begged to Yue Zhong: “Don’t kill me! Yue 

Zhong! Don’t kill me! I wish to surrender! I wish to surrender and be your dog. Don’t kill me!!! I’ll give all 

the beautiful women to you. I’m begging you, don’t kill me!” 

Although Zhang Xiang appeared cruel and arrogant before, but his true nature was one extremely afraid 

of death. He begged for mercy from Yue Zhong as soon as something went wrong. 

Yue Zhong coldly looked at Zhang Xiang. His hand waved the Imitation Tang Sword, one slice sending 

Zhang Xiang’s head flying. 

Zhang Xiang’s head tumbled, rolling on the ground, his eyes were filled with fright and fear. 

The amount of pressure Zhang Xiang’s group gave Chi Yang wasn’t small. Carrying weapons the amount 

of danger was much greater to Chi Yang than ordinary zombies could ever be. 

Yue Zhong said: “I will handle the matter! You stay, and guard here. Apart from us, don’t let anyone else 

enter.” 

Chi Yang said: “Yes!” 

After he finished speaking, Yue Zhong quickly rushed out. 

Always Bright Village’s four Chiefs represented the village’s greatest four powers. Tiger’s military force 

was destroyed among the three mutated dogs. Lei Zhen and Zhang Xiang’s power was destroyed by Yue 

Zhong’s hand. Now, the only thing remaining was Chen Yan’s military strength. 

 


